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Abstract:
The use of a model to describe the
behavior of a system is a proven and major
advantage to testdevelopment teams. Models
can be utilized in many ways throughout the
product
life-cycle,
including:improved
quality of specifications, code generation,
reliability analysis, and test generation. This
paperwill focus on the testing benefits and
review some of the historical challenges that
prevented modelbased testing and present
the solutions that overcame these challenges.
In addition benefits of a modelbased
approach are reviewed in the context of two
real applications, a call processing feature
and a UIof a workflow oriented database
system.

are hard to test using conventional methods.
Moreover, test suite maintenance, which can
be very resource consuming especially in
GUI testing, is replaced by model
maintenance, which is more straightforward,
at least for a competent test modeler. When
the model has been updated, the new tests
are generated automatically reflecting the
changes. Furthermore, some previous
studies, as well as our own experiences,
suggest that the majority of the defects
found using MBT might be found already in
the modeling phase. This entails early defect
detection, since modeling can be started
much before the SUT is mature enough for
automatic test execution.
Academic research on MBT has been
conducted for about two decades and
industrial interest towards the topic is
steadily increasing. In the safety critical
systems domain, where legislation regulates
how systems are being developed, MBT is
becoming
increasingly
important
technology, since IEC-61508-3 ed2.0, a
basic standard on functional safety released
in 2010, “highly recommends” its use in
SIL-3
and
SIL-4
level
software
development.

1. Introduction:
Model-based testing (MBT) is seen as
the next generation of automated testing
which automates not only the execution of
tests but also their generation. MBT utilizes
formal models that model the SUT from the
perspective of testing usually at a high level
of abstraction. MBT can be done off-line or
online. In off-line testing these models are
used for generating conventional test suites
that can be later executed on the SUT. In
contrast, an online approach constantly
executes the tests as they are generated,
facilitating the testing of non-deterministic
systems and supporting long test runs, for
instance.
In both online and off-line mode, MBT
can increase test coverage compared with
conventional static and linear test scripts.
Increased coverage is seen as especially
important in testing concurrent systems that
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2. Rationale for modeling:
Models are used to understand, specify
and develop systems in many disciplines.
From DNA and generesearch to the
development of the latest fighter aircraft,
models are used to promote understanding
andprovide a reusable framework for
product development. In the software
engineering process, modelsare now
accepted as part of a modern object oriented
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analysis and design approach by all of the
majorOO methodologies. Papers and books
have been written about the application of
models to testdevelopment and reliability
analysis for over two decades; however,
except for leading edge companies,test
creation is still a manual process with few
quantitative metrics and low reuse. The
objective of thispaper is to present an
approach for test creation based on a
graphical model that describes the
behaviorof the system to be tested; and a set
of heuristics that enable tests to be generated
from that model.
Modeling is a very economical means of
capturing knowledge about a system and
then reusing thisknowledge as the system
grows. For a testing team, this information is
gold; what percentage of a testengineer's
task is spent trying to understand what the
System Under Test (SUT) should be doing?
(Notjust is doing.) Once this information is
understood, how is it preserved for the next
engineer, the nextrelease, or change order?
If you are lucky it is in the test plan, but
more typically buried in a test scriptor just
lost, waiting to be rediscovered. By
constructing a model of a system that
defines the systemsdesired behavior for
specified inputs to it, a team now has a
mechanism for a structured analysis of
thesystem. Scenarios are described as a
sequence of actions to the system [as it is
defined in the model],with the correct
responses of the system also being specified.
Test coverage is understood and testplans
are developed in the context of the SUT, the
resources available and the coverage that
can bedelivered. The largest benefit is in
reuse; all of this work is not lost. The next
test cycle can start wherethis one left off. If
the product has new features, they can be
incrementally added to the model; if
thequality must be improved, the model can
be improved and the tests expanded; if there
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are new peopleon the team, they can quickly
come up to speed by reviewing the model.
3. Specifications:
This paper assumes that the software to
be tested is at the integration or system test
phase of thedevelopment process (see Figure
1). The implied test objective is to insure
that the system meets itsrequirements from
the external point of view. The focus will
not be on the implementation, but on howits
users will evaluate it. The tests will measure
the overall functional compliance of the
system to thespecification rather than code
coverage. These tests are sometimes known
as acceptance tests and area traditional
implementation of “black box” testing.

Figure 1: Although testing occurs throughout the
development process, we will focus on the
Integration and systems test phases.

The first obstacle to overcome in
developing tests is to determine the test
target. While this may soundtrivial, it is
often the first place things go wrong. A
description of the product or application to
be testedis essential. The form the
description can come in may vary from a set
of call flow graphs for a voicemail system,
to the user guide for a billing system‟s GUI.
A defined set of features and / or behaviors
ofa product is needed in order to define the
scope of the work (both development and
test). Thetraditional means of specifying the
correct system behavior is with English
prose in the form of aRequirement
Specification or Functional Specification
[1]. The specification, when in prose, is
oftenincomplete - only the typical or ideal
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use of the feature(s) is defined, not all of the
possible actions or usescenarios. This
incomplete description forces the test
engineer to wait until the system is delivered
sothat the entire context of the feature is
known. When the complete context is
understood, tests can bedeveloped that will
verify all of the possible remaining
scenarios.
Another
problem
with
textualdescriptions is that they are
ambiguous, (i.e., “if an invalid digit is
entered, it shall be handledappropriately.”)
The „appropriate‟ action is never defined;
rather, it is left to the reader‟s
interpretation.For example, you think we
should allow the user to retry the entry, but I
think we should abort thecommand. If you
wrote the code and I wrote the tests, they
would fail and we will waste time
resolvingan issue that could have been done
before we even started. At a recent
Requirements
EngineeringConference,
papers and presentations described the root
cause of 60-80% of all defects as
incorrectrequirements specifications. [2]
Applying a model at this level in a
development process can dramatically
reduce the ambiguity – andhence, errors.
The organization does not have to be at SEI
Level 3 or 4 [3] to use these techniques;they
can be applied anywhere. The reality is that
modeling does not represent a new skill.
Testengineers always build models. The
only question is whether or not the models
are in a persistent form.The „model‟ may
only exist for a short time and live on a
napkin or in the mind of the engineer. In
orderto write a test script or test plan, an
engineer must understand the basic steps
required to use thesystem. Modeling at the
behavioral level is very similar to
flowcharting; the major transactions in the
useof the product are defined in a graphical
format. The sequence of actions that could
occur during theuse of the system are
defined. The actions that “could” occur also
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imply that that there may be morethan one
possible action at a specific point in the
process. Most modeling techniques support
the ideathat there are multiple possible
“next” actions. Many methodologies are
based on the concept of a statemachine (see
Figure 2), where the transactions represented
by arrows in the diagram correspond to
theactions, while icons in a variety of shapes
represent the states. Some modeling
techniques supporthierarchical models,
where a state can be replaced by a „call‟ to
another model which defines thebehavior
within the state. Hierarchical models allow
complex behavior to be decomposed into
simplerlower level models. Additional
modeling capabilities include the use of
conditionals, or predicates, tomake the
transactions (arrows) dependent on variables
or the current system context. Other
textualformats and notations have been
employed in both research and industry
include, SDL [4], and Z [5]both common to
the communications sector. Less formal but
no less appropriate is the notations
usedbyBeizer in his book entitled “Black
Box Testing” [6] which reviews several
different types ofapplications and uses a
simple textual notation to define a model
appropriate for each application.

Figure 2: A Finite State Machine is Composed of
States and Transitions

Developing a specification in the form of
a model, even if done late in the process, is a
very effectivemeans of; 1) discovering
defects in the system (many are made visible
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by the modeling effort alone), 2)rapidly
defining the basis for use scenarios of the
system, and 3) preserving this investment
for futurereleases or other similar systems.
Furthermore the process of developing a
model can take place in ameasured series of
small incremental steps.
4. Designing Tests:
Subsequent to construction of a model either complete or partial - the issue of test
generation can beaddressed. The test
objective is to verify that the system will
behave properly when a sequence of
useractions occurs. For the purposes of this
paper, a test script is defined as the entire
sequence of actionsrequired to create a
complete user scenario for the system - from
start-up through all of the actions andending
with shut-down. A test script can be
decomposed into a series of individual test
primitives thataccomplish specific actions.
The primitives will be combined in a
specific sequence to provide a testscript that
verifies a unique use scenario for the
product. Test primitives will typically fall
into one of thefollowing categories:
1) Provide a stimulus to the system. This is
the most obvious - it controls movement
from onestate to another in the behavioral
models. It can be a user action like selecting
a button on aGUI, invoking a function of an
API, or dialing a number on a telephone.
The action can bedirectly controlled from
the test execution environment.
2) Verify that the system responded
correctly. Verification can be difficult to
accomplishbecause the system‟s response
must be determined and then compared to an
expectedresponse and/or verify that we are
in the correct „state‟ in our system. The
degree thatverification is used and the means
for performing verification will vary widely
withapplication type and test objectives.
Some examples of verification are:
comparing the textin a window on a GUI,
checking that a dialed phone rings,
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comparing the return value of afunction, or
establishing that a billing record is generated
after a call. Not all actions requiredirect
verification - sometimes the fact that the
next stimulus will be accepted is
anacceptable means of verifying that the
system is currently in the correct state.
3) Set-up the system testing environment.
Tests will often need to control the
environment sothat the next action will
follow a predictable path. In many
environments there are situationsthat have
several potential outcomes from the same
input.
These
are
often
due
to
multipleresources being available for the
action. To make this situation deterministic,
and thereforeeasier to test, the environment
can be temporarily pre-allocated or
constrained in order toforce a specific
sequence or response to occur. Examples of
this include: making a phoneline busy so
that the call forwarding feature on it can be
tested and changing the status on
anaccounting record so that an error
condition can be tested.
4) Report and/or log the results. Depending
on the degree of automation in the test
executionenvironment commands can be
embedded that will report the test results to a
reportingsystem.
These
embedded
commands range from simple print
statements for log files, all theway to
sophisticated inter-process communications
with a test management system. In
anysituation, the means to record and
analyze results should be planned.
There are several approaches that
can be used to develop tests from a model
[7-12]. Central to most ofthese is the
concept of a path. A path is a sequence of
events or actions that traverse through the
modeldefining an actual use scenario of the
system. Each element in a path, a transition
or state, can havesome test primitives
associated with it. The primitives will define
what test actions are required to movethe
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system from its current state to the next
state, verify that the state is reached or check
that thesystem has responded properly to
previous inputs. Once a path through the
model has been defined, atest script can be
created for that path. When this script is
applied to the actual system, the
actualsystem will follow the same sequence
(or path) as defined by the model path from
which the test scriptwas extracted. This
process can then be repeated for another
path, which defines another use scenario,and
verifies another sequence of actions. Many
methods can be used to select paths, each
with its owndistinct objectives and
advantages.
Operational
profiles,
reliability/criticality data, and switch
coverageall provide different tradeoffs to the
type of tests and the resulting coverage.
Other criteria include the quality or
thoroughness desired in the tests. The test
objective might rangefrom the need for a set
of tests to verify basic functionality all the
way to a complete product verificationsuite.
5. Case Study: Long Distance Calling
Service - Hierarchical Call Flow:
A long distance service company
provides low rates and flexible call billing to
their customers. Thecustomer receives a
discount rate while charging their calls to
any of a number of accounts. Whenplacing a
call, the customer dials an access code
before the called number, and is then
presented with aseries of prompts to
determine the method of billing for the call.
The customer may repeat the process,with a
different billing method if desired. The
service has a relatively simple basic call
flow that can model as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: High Level Model of Long Distance
Platform Call Flow

a. Modeling the Call Flow:
The analysis required to build the model,
is the same analysis necessary to design a
test
strategy.
Therequirements
and
assumptions of the platform must be well
understood as well as the system responseto
various inputs. The model is simply a
graphical representation of the behavior of
the system. Oncethe system behavior is
understood and captured in the model, the
model can be used to generate teststo verify
that behavior. In order to verify the long
distance application platform, we need to
identify thetwo call flow sequences defined
by the model:
1. Inbound Call, Determine Billing
Information, Float Call, Release Call
2. Inbound Call, Determine Billing, Float
Call, Sequence Call, Determine Billing,
Float Call,Release Call
The long distance service provider places
three requirements on the application, the
ability to bill to: 1)telephone calling card; 2)
commercial credit cards, and 3) collect from
the called party.
b. Adding Detail to the Model:
The application model must be extended
to include the behavior represented by these
additionalrequirements.
Rather
than
expanding the high level model to show the
options
presented
at
thePlay_Billing_Prompt, we create a new
level of hierarchy to represent the billing
requirements.
Thehierarchical
method
provides a framework that allows the high
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level model to represent the basic callflow,
while the lower level provides the detail
necessary to accurately model the
application‟s behavior.The framework is
extensible to allow for additional levels of
hierarchy
when
modeling
complex
callprocessing systems. The sub-model
representing the billing options presented in
thePlay_Billing_Prompt model is shown in
Figure 4:

Figure 4: Detailed Sub-Model of Billing Options
Prompts

c. Generating Paths from the Model:
New features or requirements added to a
system make the number of potential test
sequences requiredgrow dramatically. These
three billing options increase the potential
number of unique call-flowsequences by a
factor of six, due to the ability to choose
different billing methods while using
sequencecalling. As features are added to
the platform, the complexity increases. The
ability to manage thecomplexity of the
system as new requirements are added is
essential
to
platform
verification.
Manuallygenerating the twelve sequences
described by this system would be tedious
and much of the call-flowdevelopment and
analysis would have to be repeated as new
requirements are placed on the system.The
model provides a reuse framework for
further development.
The model also provides a compact
representation of the system requirements
that are used toautomatically generate the
call flow sequences. Automated test
generation algorithms can be applied tothe
model to determine the call-flow sequences
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and coverage necessary for platform
verification. Asnew requirements are added
to handle additional billing options international
calling
plans
and
accountqueries - the application complexity
will increase by orders of magnitude. By
developing a model thatcaptures the system
requirements, those responsible for platform
verification
can
manage
the
explosivecomplexity growth over time by
adding hierarchy and incremental detail to a
model. This is much moreefficient than
manually
inspecting
the
system
requirements and manually generating call
flow sequencesfor test cases after each
change. The model can be reused through
the product life cycle or for othersimilar
products on the platform. In a typical
application of this approach, test engineer
productivity hasincreased by a factor of five
to ten over conventional manual approaches
(see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Tests for Call Waiting Feature was
completed in 12% of the time

6. Case Study: Work-order SystemModeling
the
Entire
Test
Environment:
A software supplier provides a workorder management and tracking system for
operating companies.The system consists of
User Interface (UI) applications linked
together by a workflow application and
adatabase management system (DBMS).
The purpose of the modeling outlined in this
study is toautomate field level verification of
the forms based UI, DBMS and basic
transaction flow support in theworkflow
application. The goal of the modeling
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project was to develop a single model of
thisapplication environment. The testing
environment consists of three different
testing components, eachwith a unique set of
requirements for the test generation process.
A single model is used to produce:
 Scripts for functional tests through
the UI
 Work-order records for verification
of transaction support by the
workflow application
 Test management system header
information and build process for
each test
a. Modeling
the
Work-order
Application:
The work-order application is specified
by a Feature Requirements Specification, a
set of operationalscenarios and process
flows, and database definitions. All of these
sources are used to derive theinformation
necessary to build a model. A forms-based
system can be described as a series
oftransactions in a model; States, Transitions
and Events are used to represent the
behavior of the system. Data structures
within the model are used to represent the
database record of the work-order,
andconditional instructions are used to
model the transaction semantics (i.e.
dependencies) of theapplication. The model
is built from the perspective of a user of the
system. All of the actions that auser can
invoke are represented graphically via
arrows in the model.

Figure 6: Model of Work-order Application
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Figure 6 depicts a model that represents
the initial processing of a work-order by a
user of theapplication. The feature
specification defines that the user must
either “select an existing work-order”
or“create a new work-order” before
accessing the forms to submit a “change”,
“assign”, or “close”operation. This is shown
in the model as separate transitions (arrows)
leaving the “Entry” state. Onetransition
represents the event “Select Existing WorkOrder” the other “Create a New WorkOrder”.This simple graphical model
captures the flow of the system by
representing the state of a work-order
asicons and valid operations in that state as
transitions. The model also represents the
behavior of theforms UI application built on
top of the transaction processing system.
From this behavioral descriptionthree types
of test components are developed: a set of
test scripts that functionally exercise the
system,database records used to verify the
correct behavior, and test management
information to report theresults.
b. Modeling Behavior to Generate
Functional Tests Through the User
Interface:
The
Functional
Requirements
Specification and process flow documents
define the behavior of theApplication Under
Test (AUT). The AUT in this case is a
forms-based system that builds a record
andsubmits a transaction. The documents
contain functional descriptions of the
application as well asdetailed data
descriptions. The specifications are used at
the highest level to determine valid
usescenarios for processing the forms. At
the lowest level they determine valid inputs
and expected outputsfor each field in a given
transaction as well as error message
descriptions.
The
model
based
approachcaptures this detail as well has the
behavior represented by the specifications.
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The model is processed in order to
produce the executable test files required by
the Test Environment.The work-order
application is very straightforward to test. A
simple scripting language is used totraverse
from field to field and form to form.
Elements of the scripting language are
embedded on eachtransition in the model in
such a way that when the model is
processed, the model defines a test of
thebehavior of the application. For each
valid flow (or path) derived from the model,
a new test is created.These paths include the
operational scenarios specified in the
requirements specification as well as
othervaluable test scenarios.
c. Modeling Data and Maintaining
Application Context within the
Model:
The model can be used to describe
flows, but in order to represent the
specification and buildmeaningful tests, data
must be represented as well. Within the
model variables are defined whosevalues
can be changed, conditionally checked and
output at any point in the flow. The model
uses thesevariables to both maintain context
and generate data in the test scripts. Data
values are conditionallychecked within the
model to determine which paths are
appropriate in the current context.
Multiplevalues of data are modeled to verify
the application behavior over specific
domains. For example, avariable called
“Transaction” is maintained to represent the
state of the “current transaction”. When
themodel is being processed and enters the
“Assign_Work-Order” state in Figure 6, the
value of“Transaction” will be set to
“ASSIGN”. This action defines the current
context for later use indetermining
appropriate paths. The string is also used to
define input values in the forms, and later
verifythe DBMS record. The data used to
test the application requires more than
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modeling the values ofdata. The data fields
in a work-order are defined in terms of:
 the transaction for which they are
valid, or they are common to all
transactions
 necessity, whether they are required
or optional
 type, input or output
 data type, length and value
Figure 7 shows the model of the forms
system for creating a work-order. When
preparing a work-orderfor the CREATE
transaction we have separated the fields of
the form into three sub-groups. The
fieldscommon to all forms are filled in first
(CommonFields), then the fields “required”
for CREATE are filledin (CreateReqField),
then the “optional” fields are selectively
filled in (CreateOptField). Each group
isfurther described in a sub-model,
decomposing the system via hierarchy. The
sub-models representindividual fields in the
form; they contain the detail necessary to
generate input data of valid and invalidtype,
length and value. Optional fields are
represented by branched transitions (arrows)
with conditionalexpressions embedded in
the transition. An example of a conditional
transition
occurs
in
Figure
7,“Transaction==CREATE”
(this
only
allows transactions of type CREATE
through this sub-model).

Figure 7: High Level Model of the "CREATE"
Form

d. Modeling Transaction Flow to
Generate Database Verification
Records:
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The Work-order Application is used to
create and edit work-order records and
submit transactions. Themodel captures the
work-order process flow, and the values of
data throughout this flow. Driving theworkorder system in a test requires that the data
values be output to a forms processing script
in theproper sequence. Verification of the
transaction processing is more difficult. No
feedback is providedthrough the UI as to the
success of the transaction. The scripting
facility has no on-screen verification,so
reading back the record in a form is not
possible. The proper function of the
workflow application isverified by querying
the database directly with a separate
database utility. When a path through
themodel creates a work-order record the
verification record is also created as part of
the process. Forexample, if the current state
is CREATED, and an UPDATE transaction
is submitted, the modelcontains enough
information about the behavior of the system
to generate two work-order records; a
testrecord is generated for the forms UI, and
a verification record for the DBMS. A query
is used toconfirm that the output record
matches the verification record, and if it
does not, an error is logged.
e. Using the Model to Generate Test
Management System Files:
The test process in this company
requires all tests to be archived, logged and
run from a central testrepository. Each test is
stored in a test management system and
contains an identifier and test header.The
information in the test header is of two
classes, basic template information (test
name, versionnumber and current date) and
test purpose. The purpose of the test is a
description of the behaviorexecuted by the
test script. Both of these pieces of
information are readily available in the
model. Themodel automatically generates
the test management system file for each
path generated by the model.
ISSN: 2348-3415

7. Summary
In a work-order system, the forms
system definition and the transaction flow
parallel each other. Asingle model is used to
represent them both as a single flow with
parallel output streams. The model canbe
designed to accommodate any output of the
system, even descriptive text for a test
managementsystem. By building a model
that includes all three major components of
the test execution environmentwe have
automated the entire testing process, from
test case specification to the logging of
results. Usinga traditional manual approach
these steps would be done sequentially, at a
much greater cost. With thedevelopment of
a few script files, over 1000 tests were
automatically generated, registered in the
testmanagement
database,
remotely
executed and verified while successfully
maintaining a results file. Amajor
improvement in both the efficiency of the
team and quality of the product was
achieved (seeFigure 8).

Figure 8: Process Metric Comparison for
Workflow based system

8. Conclusion:
To make this a practical solution the
economics must be understood. If the
technique does not savemoney, it will not be
used. The traditional metrics used to justify
a purchase of software or to warrant achange
to an existing process include: lower cost,
increased quality, or reduced time to market.
ModelBased Testing is a methodology that
has proven its ability to provide dramatic
improvements in all threeof the metrics. The
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overriding challenge to its broader based
acceptance is education. We hope wehave
helped in addressing that problem.
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